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Abstract—Diagnostic software is used in post silicon validation to validate SoC based hardware IPs automatically. Post-silicon validation has 

become one of the main goal in industries is to detect the bugs and remove them and also it is hard-to detect the rarely- occurring bugs that 

have slipped through pre-silicon verification. During the bug materialization while execution of unnatural random tests may be masked or not 

able to observe from the test outputs The ability to evaluate the bug-masking rate of a test provides great value in generating or effective tests 

are performed for high coverage deterioration by this also sometimes it is not able to find the bugs. To end this type of problems, an efficient 

method is to be proposed, automated diagnostic software development that can be used in post-silicon validation to validate various SOC based 

hardware IPs like, UART, DMA, IIC, GPIO, Timers and many more. Test cases are being developed by using C/C++ programming. The test 

cases can be executed randomly, rigorously, regressively can also be used to perform stressing especially on respective functionalities or IP 

features. This might help in finding the bugs at SOC IP level, hitting every corner cases etc. And the same software can also be used across the 

platforms, so that development time comes down, hence reduction in production cost. 

Index Terms—Post silicon verification, pre silicon validation, UART, IIC, GPIO, SPI, ARM based development board. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In semiconductor industries, the major cost involves in scheming and manufacture the IC die, sometimes while making of the die, it may cost in 

millions of dollars. If any bug propagates after making the die, it will impact huge loss to the industries. Hence, before making the first piece of 

IC, it is required to verify the silicon design or a particular IP design thoroughly before release to the market. The silicon industry follows this 

verification into various stages; broadly they are classified as verification and validation. 

Verification is a process of testing the design against a given requirement before sending the silicon for production. This can be done using several 

methods like software simulations, synthesis, static formal analysis and FPGA/hardware emulation. During this verification the IPs are validated 

on FPGA platforms not on actual CHIPS/Silicon. 

Validation is a process of which verifies a real silicon or a particular IP’s intellectual property, for all its specific functionalities and electrical 

correctness in a lab set up. Here the validation is performed on original chips. 

The main advantages of using these SOCs are miniaturization size, reduces the cost, Shipped with high margin and reduces time to market. SOC 

is used in various well-known products such as cell phone, digital multimedia players, game console and other consumer electronic devices. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the current problem-solving environment IPs are validated physically, validation is not automatic. There is possibility of gone astray bugs in 

SoC IPs. Time to market is taking more time, due to labor- intensive efforts as these tools, are dependent on individual efforts, finding the number 

of bugs depends on the skill set and forbearance of engineer while running manual tests cases so, there will be missing the some of the bugs. To 

accomplishment over this kind of labor-intensive efforts a Automated Diagnostic software development for SOC based IPs post silicon validation 

is anticipated 

 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Advance technology in semiconductor enables us to integrate billions of transistors in a single chip. This ever-growing complexity pose a 

demanding problem for SoC based microprocessor or microcontroller design verification and attainment coverage closure within levelheaded 

time is becoming immensely very difficult to detect the bugs. High-end SoC based microprocessors often include multifaceted features (e.g. in 

transactional memories, security enhancement, signals and multiprocessor memory consistency) that are hard to verify in the early stages of 

verification. Therefore, post-silicon validation, that is, the validation effort carried out on the first silicon prototype, aims at catching all the 

remaining bugs that were not detected in the pre-silicon stage. 

Therefore, post-silicon validation, that is, the validation effort carried out on the first silicon prototypes, aims at catching all the lingering bugs 

that were not detected in the pre-silicon stage. 

This aspect makes bug detection and diagnosis challenge automatically. Even more significantly, bugs may manifest during a test’s execution, 

but become masked and go unobserved by the time the test completes. During these situations the precious prototype’s execution cycles are 

shattered. The types of tests deploy in post-silicon validation vary widely, from application scraps, to compatibility tests, to embarrassed random 

tests. These latter ones are particularly valuable in trying to exercise corner-case scenarios, since a vast number of variants can be generated with 

little designer’s effort. One additional assistance that they bring to the validation effort is that they can often be engender directly in the 
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microprocessor under verification (i.e., on-platform), enabling an efficient use of the usually in short supply number of platforms and prototypes 

available. 

As part my curriculum project it’s very difficult carry out entire SoC validation, but my goal is to develop automated scripts using C/C++ on 

Linux platform for few IPs, as listed below. 

1. UART_DMA 

2. IIC 

3. GPIOs 

4. SPI 

In the above mentioned list, minimum number of automated test cases is being developed. ARM Cortex and ARM7 based processor has been 

selected to demonstrate the validation diagnostic software. The typical view of IPs inside the SOCs are shown in the figure given below describe 

how hard to validate. 

 
 

 

Figure: Typical view IPs inside SOC 

 

A. UART DMA Validation 

For each IP the minimum number of test cases has been validated. The features of UART DMA IP are listed below. 

 DMA read transaction from system memory to UART FIFO 

 DMA write transaction from UART FIFO to system memory. 

 UART  RX test 

 UART  TX test 

The lists of registers in UART are as follows. 

The algorithm for validation the feature is listed below. 

 Test Case1: DMA write transaction from UART FIFO to system memory. 

Purpose: To verify the RBR access test on UART0. Test Procedure: 

 Reset UART and Wait till UART comes out of reset 

 Configure UART baud using DLL and DLH registers 

 Enable UART [1,0]x70[FAR]==1. 

 FAR: FIFO Access Register. Read-write. Reset: 

 

 

 

 

0. 1=Enable a FIFO access mode for testing when FIFOs are implement and enable UART[1,0]x78 Receive FIFO Write (RFW).Write known 

data (let’s say: 0xaa) into: RFWD (0:7): Receive FIFO Write Data in RFW register. Write-only. Reset: 0. These bits are only valid when UART 

[1,0]x70[FAR]==1. When FIFOs are implemented and enabled, the data that is written to the RFWD is pushed into the receive FIFO.When 

FIFOs are not implemented or not enabled, the data that is written to the RFWD is pushed into UART [1, 0]x00[RBR]. 

 Read RBR register, it should be 0xaa, otherwise return fail 

 

Similarly, for the other features of UART DMA IP, the test plan is developed and code has been developed using C language. 

B.  IIC Validation 

The features of IIC are listed below: 

 Write default data to EEPROM 

 Read the default data from EEPROM 

Example for the one of the test case is listed below. 

 Send a start sequence 

 Send the IIC address of the slave with the R/W bit low (even address) 
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 Send the location of internal register number  you want to write to 

 Send the data byte to be written 

 Send the stop sequence to the slave 

 
C. SPI Validation 

The features of IIC are listed below: 

 Read file 

 Write file 

 Copy file 

 Delete file 

 Get the file list 

 Memory statics 

 GPIO validation 

The features validating for the GPIO are given below: 

 Led blinking on and off 

 Dancing leds 

 Nibble leds 

 Two row leds 

 
Similar algorithms are applied to the different test cases for each and every module. The block for this project is shown below 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

ARM Development board FIG: Block diagram 

 

The Keil µVision4 is used for the compilation of the code. By choosing the module in the menu as shown in the block diagram the IP is validated 

automatically and shows the test is pass or fail in terminal. The command line hex file compilation type in Keil is used for the generating the hex 

file and the flash magic is uses for the dumping the code into the memory of micro controller and the output is observed in the terminal whereas, 

results are shown in figures. 

The ARM based SOC IPs: UART-DMA, IIC and GPIO are validated successfully. IN this ARM 7 and cortex architectures are used to find the 

bugs, hence no silicon bugs found. These test cases if we run on new silicon, we may find bugs, so that semiconductor companies can confidently 

release the SOC to the customers. The output images are shown below. 

 

RESULTS 

The ARM cortex SOC IPs: UART-DMA, IIC and GPIO are validated effectively. We have taken ARM Cortex and ARM7 architecture based 

SOC, hence no silicon bugs establish. These test cases if we run on new silicon, we may find bugs, so that semiconductor companies can self-

assuredly release the SOC to the customers. The output images are shown below 
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Fig: output of GPIO validation 

 

 

 

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig: output of SPI validation 

 

 

Fig: output of IIC validation 

 

CONCLUSION 

Diagnostic software is developed successfully to validate SOC based hardware IPs, for UART-DMA, IIC and GPIO. To validate the selected 

IPs, the ARM cortex and ARM7 architecture based processors are used, but the developed software is not only limited for ARM, can also be 

used for other SoCs, to validate listed IPs and also more different features can be added to the list. The developed diagnostic software can also 

be comprehensive to validate the other IPs with smallest effort. The software developed that can be used to validate in pre-silicon stage or post 
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silicon stage for new silicon. The best part of this project is to recognize mainly the complete silicon validation process in the industrial level of 

semiconductors. 
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